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PREFACE  

The proposal was prepared by GRAMA and S.P. Jain Institute of Management and             

Research (SPJIMR) Mumbai as part of the study undertaken by the Department of Development              

of Corporate Citizenship (DoCC) that aspires to sensitize the stakeholders to the social landscape,              

Indian ethos, and culture by exposing them to challenges faced by organisations (NGOs) in the               

rural sector.  

Grameena Abhivruddi Mathu Adhyayana Kendra Trust (GRAMA) was registered under          

the Indian Trust Act on 12th July 1989 and is based in the Chitradurga district of Karnataka.                 

Founded by D.M. Girijamma Rudraiah with the aim of empowering women and helping them              

gain socio- economic equality in the society, GRAMA has helped 37000 women in keeping a step                

forward towards becoming self-reliant.  

GRAMA facilitates Institution building like Self-help groups (SHGs), Village Watershed          

Management Committees, Village Farmers Committee and Tank User groups etc. to educate and             

motivate people to build sustainable solutions. Some of the initiatives taken by GRAMA are              

Informal schooling, Microfinance, Capacity building and research activities relating to Dry Land            

Development. 

This proposal is the culmination of the work done under the initiatives to establish a               

‘Production Hub’ with the objective to create a replicable and self-sustainable model for the              

empowerment of women in the rural areas. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Grameena Abhivruddi Mathu Adhyayana Kendra (GRAMA) since its inception in 1989,           

has been into the development sector, and more specifically into women empowerment and             

alleviation of poverty from rural areas. The major strength of GRAMA lies in building people’s               

institutions in both informal and formal forms, like Self-help Groups. 

GRAMA’s mission is to create a sustainable and replicable model for the establishment             

of a production hub in the Chitradurga district of Karnataka. It majorly involved identifying the               

products, training the women to enable them to produce it, develop an entire value chain for the                 

product, finding the right market, along with devising an end-to-end marketing strategy for the              

products to enter into those markets. 

To prepare this proposal, we went on several field visits and met the SHG women from                

different areas within Chitradurga with different skills. From these visits we tried to gauge the               

perception of those SHG women for GRAMA. We also ran a survey for SHG women to find out                  

their interests, skills and willingness to receive training. Further, through our secondary research             

we studied the topography, demography and socio-economic conditions of Chitradurga. We also            

interacted for long hours with the GRAMA team to gain their perspective and insights on the past                 

projects and the challenges faced in the same. Through this, we tried to identify the products                

which GRAMA to take up as a part of the Production hub. 

The major learning that we derived from our research was that the key challenge lied in                

the identification of the right market and building a brand for GRAMA which could be trusted by                 

people. Some other learnings were that most of the women were interested in tailoring and knew                

cooking. These women were ready to undergo training to learn new things, but were not ready to                 
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step outside their homes for either training or working. Also, even after training, the women               

lacked perfection and finishing. However, on deep-diving it was discovered that it wasn’t due to               

lack of skills, but due to lack of motivation and stakes involved in the process. Also, there was a                   

lack of trust that women had in GRAMA as it could not provide them with a stable income in the                    

past. Therefore, the past experience is taken into account while preparing this proposal 

Post analysing the above pointers, we came up with a 5-year plan for GRAMA. During the                

course of 5 years, we plan to train the women in three things, delivering petticoats as a service                  

(cutting, stitching and packing), making doormats and onion powder. We further plan to establish              

GRAMA as a brand through various initiatives which bring out the social impact it is creating                

along with the functional benefit of the product. Some major marketing strategies include             

packaging petticoats in bags with the GRAMA logo on it, along with a one-page GRAMA Story                

folded inside every petticoat. The second is selling onion powder in jars with the GRAMA logo                

and a brief story pasted on it. Through the initial 3 years, we plan to sell these products in urban                    

areas through exhibitions, art festivals, door-to-door marketing and collaboration with various           

third parties. In year 4, we plan to take GRAMA online, on various e-commerce websites.               

Further, we have also created a page on the official GRAMA website where we would publicize                

the Production hub – ‘GRAMODYOG’. Here, we have also added a provision to donate for these                

activities by creating sample website pages for the project. 

In addition to the 5-year plan, we have also suggested other products which GRAMA              

could take up as a part of its Production Hub and would also help GRAMA to enter into                  

international markets. 
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I - INTRODUCTION 

The primary objective of the project GRAMODYOG is to convert every rural house in              

Chitradurga District into a production hub by creating livelihood for rural women at the comfort               

of their home, thereby empowering them. 

Key Stakeholders: 

The key stakeholders involved in the project are: 

● 37000+  SHG members facilitated by GRAMA 

● Staff of GRAMA 

● Training personnel 

● Suppliers of raw materials 

● Middle men involved in the distribution channel  

● Sales people 

● Customers and Consumers 

 

II - ABOUT THE ORGANISATION 

GRAMA (Grameena Abhivruddi Mathu Adhyayana Kendra) is a Non-Government         

Organisation which was registered under the Indian Trust Act on 12th July 1989(No.29/89, dated              

02.07.1989). Since its very inception, it has been working in Karnataka in the development sector.               

The word GRAMA, in Kannada means village, and being true to its meaning, GRAMA has               

always focused on empowering rural women and structurally alleviating poverty from rural areas.             

Its USP lies in building is building People’s Institutions including Self Help Groups (SHGs),              

Village Watershed Management Committees ,Tank Users Groups (TUGs), Village Farmers          

Committees and so forth, to promote sustainable and replicable casual and formal institutions of              

rural people, more specifically women. 
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Mission:  

Organizing the rural poor with special emphasis on women, for economic, social and             

political empowerment, through active participation, to initiate a sustainable developmental          

process. 

Vision: 

Irrespective of caste, creed, sex, religion and region a democratic society with a             

sustainable developmental environment, where everyone, particularly women, participates and         

takes their own decision. 

Initiatives by GRAMA: 

● Women Empowerment- Institution Building: Under this, GRAMA formed 2632         

SHGs with 36788 members. These SHGs promote and practice the concept of Savings first and               

Spending later, thereby saving a total of Rs. 35.21Cr. till date. 

● Financial Inclusion: 

1. Savings and Credit Program: This initiative assists women financially through          

various credit schemes and savings with the SHG. 

2. Micro Finance: This program enhances the credit facilities and enables women to            

fulfil their social obligations. 

3. Micro Insurance: In collaboration with LIC, the micro fiscal products are brought            

to the common man through this scheme. 

● Natural Resource Management: 

1. Watershed Management: In watershed areas, in collaboration with NABARD, the          

Central Government and the State Government, this scheme has helped 15530 people. 

2. Organic Farming: The aim is to switch to completely natural and organic methods             

by eliminating the use of fertilizers and pesticides. 

3. LEWA (Land as Eco-friendly Wealth Creating Asset): Through this GRAMA          

provides aid during the longer gestation periods. 
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● I-ES (Informal Education System): The main aim was to create a create a             

conducive environment for rural children and bring them at par with their urban competitive              

people. 

● Human Resource Development: The scheme trains and exposes the rural men and            

women to empower them, Skill Development Program under PMKVY and NABARD: MSDE            

has introduced its flagship scheme to impart outcome-based training. 

GRAMA’s Accolades and Achievements:  

In November 2016, GRAMA got the "Social Impact Award", an initiative by SPJIMR in a               

joint effort with Cummins India to respect and acknowledge the organisations and people             

accomplishing honourable work towards the society in different fields. GRAMA was among the             

top 3 NGOs chosen among 70 NGOs and 232 social projects.  

III: ‘Establishing a production hub for rural women’ 

● Empowering and social mobilisation initiative of GRAMA by engaging 37000+           

women in production activities. 

● Engaging rural women in production of various goods and services to make them             

self-reliant. 

● Determine the core competencies already possessed by the majority of women to            

understand the potential products for setting up livelihood for these women. 

● Establishing market linkages to earn profit on the sales of goods produced under             

project initiative so as to provide incentive to work further to these women. 

● To make the ideation and implementation of the project self-sustainable and           

replicable so that the goods sales can be scaled up in future and more women can be included to                   

benefit from the project. 

5-Year Business Strategy 

To determine the scope and scale of Production Hub and to predict the impact of the plan                 

on rural women, we formulated a complete 5-year business plan strategy for starting the              

production hub with the existing investment and then further expanding into various product lines              

and also including more villages in the plan.  
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IV: FIELD WORK DATA 

To chalk out a detailed plan on the production hub it was necessary to first have details                 

from the field and understand the problems that the project has faced in the past. Before starting                 

with field work, we sat with the GRAMA team to understand what is the progress on the                 

production hub as the same had been initiated in the past but failed. We wanted to understand                 

why these failures occurred while talking to women on field, thus, we asked our project               

coordinator to take us to 5 different SHGs meetings so that we can understand from different                

cohorts what their needs out of this project our and minimise the chance of failure of investment                 

of money and efforts into project GRAMA-Udyog now on. We did field visits to 5 locations in                 

villages under Challakere taluk.  

Field Visit 1: Activities on fields to improve watershed and soil fertility 

We first visited the fields to understand activities undertaken by GRAMA to help farmers              

better the yield of their fields. The different activities performed on the field have two major                

objectives: 

1. Use watershed management to capture rain water so as to ensure proper irrigation of              

the field as the district falls under low rainfall areas.  

2. Increase yield and productivity of the crops sowed by increasing soil health and             

fertility.  

Multiple kind of activities are undertaken by Farmers with help from GRAMA and             

finances from NABARD some of which are for fertility while others are related to watershed               

management. 

We learnt how a field bund helped farmers increase ground water level by more than 7ft                

in the past three years. 
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Figure 1: Field bund 

We also saw the deep tillage activity that is done on a regular basis by farmers and was                  

initiated by GRAMA 5 years back. This has helped farmers restore soil fertility in recent years                

and thus helped improve quality and quantity of their yield. 

  

Figure 2: Farmland before Deep Tillage  

Through these visits we realized that it wasn’t the big government policies and subsidies that they                

needed. It was the minute details like the accurate weather prediction which was most essential.               

We spoke to the farmers and they told us that because of the price of tomatoes that  

                              Figure 3: Farmland after Deep Tillage 

 

suddenly went so low, they lost their entire yield and had nothing to even eat. How most of them                   

kept cows at their place just to be able to sell milk and sustain themselves at the times of                   

emergencies. This just showed how the efforts of NGOs like GRAMA are necessary to guide               

these farmers in the right direction and create awareness amongst them about the various kinds of                

remedies available to them. 

Field Visit 2: First SHG Meeting with women from Sanikere 

Our first meeting with these rural women was very raw and the purpose was to make us                 

understand how they work. In this meeting, I was quite surprised to know that some of these                 
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SHGs were formed almost two decades ago in 2002, and are still working and collectively saving.                

These women meet a day every week/fortnight and collect a pre-decided sum of money to ensure                

savings, which is then used in times of need. This meeting made me realise the true importance of                  

the project assigned to us and how it can positively impact so many lives. We wanted to gain                  

insights from them so that we can build our project to match their needs but these women were                  

initially very reluctant to speak to us. After trying to comfort them with the help of Sultan Sir, we                   

were able to get through them. Through conversations with them we realized that there was a lack                 

of trust between GRAMA and these women. 

Although GRAMA was taking so many initiatives and was also bearing losses only to              

empower these women, they did not have faith in GRAMA. They felt that GRAMA only did the                 

talking and had plans on paper, but nothing really came out in action. That is where we identified                  

the gap, which had to be bridged before the Production hub could be made successful. We also                 

got to know from these women that they would like to have a constant earning opportunity and                 

they are ready to learn the required skill set through training as long as it is accessible to them at                    

convenience. 

 
Figure 4: SPJIMR Students attending SHG meeting in Sanikere 

 

Field Visit 3: Meeting with Women trained under NABSkill and 2 other SHGs 

This time we were going to the SHG meetings with some insights from the previous visit                

two days back and a set questionnaire (See Annexure) to understand the requirements for our               

project and its details in a more structured way. We also got enough time to work on a few raw                    

ideas on the product line for the hub based on our secondary research on raw materials and market                  

demand through conversations with GRAMA employees and online sources.  
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On this day we first visited the women who had been trained by GRAMA in leather                

stitching through an initiative called NABSkill training in partnership with NABARD. With help             

from our project guide Mr. Sulthan who helped us in conversing with them by translating               

Kannada language to English and vice versa, we interviewed each woman in detail by taking               

questions from the questionnaire we had prepared. These questions ranged from knowing their             

existing average monthly income (if any) to the skills they already possess like tailoring, cooking               

etc. There were several things which we discovered from our line of questioning and this               

interaction. Some women knew how to stitch blouses, dresses, pants and shirts, while many made               

things like fryums, pickles etc for their own homes.  

We were of the view that women in rural areas were heavily dependent on their husbands.                

But when we spoke to them, we realized that this was certainly not the case. The women there                  

had their own business and their own earnings. In fact, many of these women have been earning                 

around six to seven thousand a month just by taking few tailoring orders in the month from within                  

their village and surrounding areas.  

 

Figure 5: SPJIMR Students in conversation with NABSkill trained women 

When we visited some other SHG groups, we saw these huge, beautiful doormats outside              

many houses that looked handmade. When we enquired about it, we found out that these were the                 

doormats made by the women from their old sarees which were now out of use. This we thought                  

was a great opportunity that we can commercialize on. These doormats could be easily sold in the                 

cities at an exclusive rate, and this did not even require any specialized training as most women                 

knew how to make it and also no such standardisation is required in this product. 
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Every woman here had their own amazing story to tell about the agility with which they                

fight the circumstances no matter what, overcome the struggles that life throws their way. Their               

undying motivation to learn a skill to earn livelihood is just one of the many essential lessons we                  

took away from our discussions with 35+ rural women in SHG meetings and trained rural women.  

 

Figure 6: SPJIMR Students with women of SHG in Challakere Taluk 

V: ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS 

As explained above, for our primary research we visited several SHGs and interacted with              

the women there. We realized that different SHGs had different capabilities and had different              

means of earning. For instance, one group of women we met were ready to work with GRAMA                 

provided they get regular work and wages. The other group we met was already earning enough                

by means of poultry. There were several such different insights that we could gather from the                

multiple SHGs. We also spoke in detail with the GRAMA team and took their inputs on the                 

production hub. 

We have implemented a Design Thinking framework – Empathy map          

(SAY-THINK-FEEL-DO) to understand the needs of both the key stakeholders, i.e., the SHG             

women and GRAMA team. 

User + Rational Need + Emotional Need � POV 

Following is the empathy map and point of view statement from conversations with SHG              

Women: 
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Figure 7: Empathy Map from conversation with SHG Women 

User: Rural Women 

Rational Need: Have a stable income  

Emotional Need : To be able to sustain themselves 

PoV: A stable income by being at home is extremely important to sustain themselves 

Major Insights from SHG Women: 

● Not willing to travel : Due to longer travel hours, they do not wish to travel, even if                  

the commute is funded. They prefer working from their respective homes 

● Stable Income: The women were ready to work with GRAMA if they are provided              

with constant and stable income 

● Skills and Interests : Most of the women had the interest in tailoring. In addition to                

this, almost everyone knew cooking and how to make doormats, papads, pickles and other              

decorative items. They did all this for their home and were ready to scale it up if GRAMA                  

provided them with stable incomes 
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● Willingness for training : They are okay in getting the trainnig, provided that later              

they get work in regular intervals 

Following is the empathy map and point of view statement from conversations with             

GRAMA Employees: 

 

Figure 8: Empathy Map from conversation with GRAMA Team 

 

User: GRAMA Team 

Rational Need: Set up Production hub in Chitradurga and to be able to scale it up in                 

future 

Emotional Need : To be able to empower women by enabling them to earn their own                

livelihood 

PoV: The urge to empower is high, even if it comes at a cost of bearing losses 

Major Insights from GRAMA Team 

● Petticoat Business: Earlier when GRAMA trained 50 women in stictching petticoat,           

the women made initial petticoats with finishing, but the remainning ones lacked finishing 
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● Lack of sincerity : Women lack sincerity as GRAMA would pay them irrespective             

of the quality of goods they produced 

● Lack of Market: GRAMA still could not sell all the petticoats as there is no               

relevant market or demand for the same 

● Scale up: GRAMA is ready to invest yet again and want to scale up this production                

hub 

● Earlier Investments : Earlier women made pickles, incense sticks, decorative items           

after being given training. However, due to lack of market and brand value, this venture also did                 

not succeed 

 

Key Takeaways: 

● Market : The major problem is of market identification. The right kind of market              

where there is demand and value of the products manufactured through GRAMA SHG women 

● Brand : Since there is no brand value associated with GRAMA products, there is a               

lack of brand recoginition and so a lack of demand in turn 

● Constant Source of income: Women need a constant source of income and so it is               

crucial to bring stability and identify constant demand of the products in the market 

● Standardisation : The products produced should be of the same quality and            

uniformity. There is a major issue of standardisation with food items. Also, factors like quality of                

raw materials, preservatives, packaging, recipe and nutritional value comes into picture in case of              

food items. 

After completing our primary research, secondary research and analysis of the two, we             

narrowed down to three products that we can look to introduce as part do our production hub                 

project in the 5 year proposal plan. We have further explained in the product wise analysis the                 

reasons and basis to finalize these products. 

Product specific analysis and findings 

Petticoat: 

Through our primary and secondary research we understood that GRAMA had earlier            

invested 3.94 lakhs in the petticoat business which involved training women, procuring raw             

material and creating the finished product. In this process 850 petticoats were produced.             
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However, still only 400-450 petticoats were sold. The major problem arose due to lack of               

finishing in the final product. When these petticoats were taken to the local Chitradurga market,               

the right kind of price was not given for the same. This was due to multiple factors, the most                   

important being lack of a well established brand, lack of finishing and constrained buying              

capacity of the customers.On digging deeper into it, we realised that the same woman who made                

perfect petticoats also made petticoats which lacked finishing. This showed that there was nota              

lack of talent or proficiency, but a lack of motivation. 

Therefore we analysed three major conclusions. Firstly, we need women to have stakes in              

the entire process. This can be done in the form of introducing either a profit sharing model or                  

electing heads within the SHG and joining their profits with the quality of goods produced in their                 

SHG. The second conclusion was that probably the market chosen was not very ideal. We plan to                 

sell these petticoats in exhibitions and art festivals, where people would be more interested in the                

social cause that these petticoats are serving rather than the monetary value of it. The last                

conclusion is that GRAMA needs to build its brand so that people recognise it and resonate with                 

it. 

Doormats: 

In one of our visits, we saw beautiful doormats in almost all the houses of the area. When                   

we asked the women about it, we understood that almost every woman knew how to make it and                  

they made it using their used or torn off sarees.  

The analysis through this was that we can scale up this idea as it would not require any                  

formal training as such. Also, these products are highly valued in urban areas and demand is also                 

high. 

Onion Powder: 

In one of our interactions with the GRAMA team and Ms. Kavita, the DM, we gauged two                 

things. One, was that onion was abundantly grown in Chitradurga, and secondly that now with the                

fast paced lives in the urban areas, onion powder is one product that is very much in demand.                  

These products can also be sold in restaurants. Also, these products have a huge market               

internationally as well. Furthermore, dehydrated onion powder has a higher shelf life and does not               

require much of a standardisation or formal training and investment. We can therefore think of               
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launching it in the market in the fourth year. By this time, through our various marketing                

initiatives, GRAMA would also have its brand name established in the market. 

After completing the analysis of our findings from field visits and thus finalising the              

products that can be looked at in the near future to be produced as part of the production hub, we                    

moved on to the ideation part of our project and devised a detailed 5-year strategy for production                 

hub. We also did a value chain analysis, and marketing analysis (4P’s) of each of the products that                  

we finalised for the production hub. 

VI: IDEATION 
In the ideation phase, our main objective was to ensure that we give out a detailed plan so                  

as to set a good base for the setup of GRAMODYOG. Further, we have proposed a detailed                 

5-year strategy through which GRAMA can not only introduce three products and give a kickstart               

for the production hub but also build up the GRAMA brand name to ensure that the products that                  

are being produced by these women have a great market demand as well.  

 

5 Year Plan for ‘Establishing Production Hub’ is as follows: 

 

Figure 9: Proposed 5-year strategy to establish and grow GRAMA-Udyog 
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Year 1: 
We decided since GRAMA has already invested close to 4 lakh rupees in the production               

of Petticoat and provided training as well in the tailoring segment to a few cohorts, there is a need                   

to first set up a production hub for standardised production of this product.  

We planned that complete year 1 will be dedicated to ensure that women are              

self-sufficient in completely making a petticoat from scratch, including doing the cutting and             

packaging of the product which they have not been doing in the past. The plan for the year was                   

divided into months as follows: 

 

Month 1-2: These two months are going to be the most crucial months of the production                

hub. One very important gap as mentioned before is the lack of concrete data of skills. So, Month                  

1 and 2 of the projects will have two teams working in parallel. One team will be dedicated to                   

collecting data through pre designed survey forms to analyse the existing skill sets, training              

requirements for women etc. The aim is to reach out to 2632 SHGs, covering 36778 women;                

getting sufficient qualitative data on their employment, skills, mindset and requirements. During            

the same time another team will be working on procuring the cotton cloth for petticoat from the                 

market through the suppliers recognised by us (See: Petticoat Value Chain) and making sure that               

by the end of second month, cloth is in GRAMA’s possession. 

Month 3: Now after getting the details of women who are identified through survey and               

research in the first two months and those who already possess basic skills, we will pilot 1-month                 

long training. The training will initially be limited to a certain cohort (A maximum of 100                

women), mostly from the same village keeping in mind the initial operational constraints. These              

select women will be given a short training to ensure that they give good finished products and                 

marketing is possible. Meanwhile, like before the trainers will cut the cloth procured in previous               

months to make it ready for stitching. 

Month 4-6: These 3 months will see continuous production of petticoat taking place. A              

constant weekly network will be created to deliver cut cloth to women and to take finished                

products from them, preferably from a few recognized common houses in the village. We have               

also devised a monitoring policy to ensure that the products received are sellable in the market.                

Within every SHG or tailoring group so formed in the village, 1-2 members will be selected as                 
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leaders based on past experience, who will overshadow and monitor the whole process for that               

particular group. To incentivize them we have also set up a commission system. Say, if all the                 

petticoats received from the SHG/ Tailoring group will be perfect, the Leader of the SHG would                

be given 5% commission on the number of petticoats correctly produced by that SHG. This will                

create the motivation to ensure that the group delivers the right product in the first go itself and                  

any losses are minimized.  

Month 7: This month will be the review month that will ensure the sustainability of the                

production hub project. In this month GRAMA will work on classifying the women working on               

petticoats as per their proficiency shown in the past months of working and delivering the               

product. First, we will recognize the women as per their work into three categories: 

Super Tailors: Extremely efficient women, who deliver the perfect product in the first go 

Blooming Tailors: Tailors who deliver the perfect product in the second go, that is after               

one re-work/repair 

Not so Tailors: These women will be diverted from the tailoring process into the other               

initiatives that will be taken as part of GRAMODYOG.  

The above classification will be done in a week’s time post the analysis of the work done                 

in the last three months.  

In the next 3 weeks of this month, work will be done to inculcate a culture of training                  

within these women groups itself. Super Tailors women will still be working on petticoat              

production in full throttle. In addition to this, these women will now be training the Blooming                

Tailors (twice a week. Commute to be arranged by GRAMA). Blooming Tailors women after              

receiving additional training will improve and hopefully give better finished products in the next              

phase.  

Month 8-10: These months will again be dedicated to make sure that the consistency of               

the petticoat production process. Better internal training and commission schemes planned in the             

previous months will ensure that these months see better and improved quality of finished              

products. On the parallel, GRAMA team will be working on continuous procurement of cloth as               

per the requirement and also setting up sales and marketing for the production. (See: Sales and                

Marketing for petticoat and promotional strategies for GRAMA) 
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Month 11-12: Month 11 and 12 are again going to be a step ahead in the production hub.                  

This month on weekends, women involved in petticoat production till date (Super and Blooming              

Tailors) will be given training for cutting and packaging of the product. These training will be                

done to ensure standardisation in both cutting and final packaging of the product. For cutting,               

women will be taught how to cut through moulds and standard moulds of different size               

requirements will also be provided to ensure they work well. For packaging as well, GRAMA will                

provide eco-friendly bags and the GRAMA Story of Social fulfilment to be placed into final               

packed bags, women will have to fold and keep the product in these bags.  

Our plan ensures that by the end of first year, GRAMA women would be equipped enough                

to deliver the complete service of first product of production hub i.e. Petticoat. They will be able                 

to cut, stitch & pack as well. 

Year 2: 

As mentioned in the summary, year 2 will have three broad goals to fulfil for project                

GRAMA-Udyog. 

● The aim of GRAMA is to provide constant and self-reliant livelihood to as many              

women as possible. So, the first goal for Year 2 is scaling up the activities of the production                  

hub. In the initial months of this year, we will understand and eliminate the lags in the petticoat                  

production process carried out in Year 1 in the select village. Once, the model is set, we will scale                   

up the petticoat production by following the same model with another interested cohort from a               

new locality or village. The pilot in year 1 was run on only a maximum of 100 women but we aim                     

to scale it up in this year to three more villages and around 250+ more women. The same process                   

of initial training, then production, classification basis past months performance and further            

training on cutting and packaging will be replicated in different cohorts. The experiences and data               

from first year will help us launch the pilot program in other villages from a better position point.  

● Another important goal that we have planned to start working on in Year 2 is on the                 

marketing aspect of GRAMA. As mentioned earlier, the profitability and success of a production              

hub is very much also dependent on the sales number that can be achieved in this respect. We                  

have already mentioned and planned to increase petticoat production many folds in the years to               

come. For achieving profit and incentivizing women further it is necessary that the sales of               

petticoat production also increase with the same momentum. Also, very soon we plan to add more                
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products to the project of Production Hub which will again require GRAMA to increase efforts               

on sales and marketing. In Promotion Strategies part of this report we have suggested a few                

plans to increase the impressions of GRAMA and create a brand name for it. This is the year that                   

the NGO needs to start running extensive social impact view campaigns on its social media               

platforms so as to garner more views. Also, this year they need to look at the different tie ups that                    

they can make in the online domain. After this year, the production of petticoats would be high                 

enough to even sell online in addition to the local sales already in place.  

● Another important goal for GRAMA this year is also to build up better operational              

processes for the future prospects to come. We have already identified Doormats as the product               

that will come into production next year. In order to launch a smooth production process for the                 

same it is necessary that we start the planning in advance. Now we know that the most important                  

raw material required for doormat is old cloth or saree. We have identified innovative ways to                

procure these without paying for full cost. These ways are further discussed in the report in the                 

sales and marketing techniques for doormat. The planning for collection drive for cloth from rich               

strata of the society for doormat will be done in the last phase of year 2. This way we will have                     

material to kickstart production and training of doormat in the next year.  

So, in summary for Year 2, we aim to scale up the production of petticoats, increase                

efforts on marketing and sales of the same, build up GRAMA brand name by increasing social                

media presence and plan for introducing the next product under project GRAMA-Udyog. 

 

Year 3: 

This would be a very important year for GRAMA in terms of the project of establishing a                 

production hub. This is the year in which we will not only be introducing another product for the                  

hub but also increasing the number of women that can have a sustained livelihood and financial                

independence because of this project by further expanding scales. 

● This year we will be starting production of another product i.e. Doormats in the              

GRAMA brand name. As mentioned above the planning for this product will already be started in                

year 2. Doormats is one product we decided to include in our project because of an important                 

insight from our visits. Many women in rural areas already make these doormats through old               

cloth for their homes. We thought this would be an excellent product to monetise on. In the last                  

phase of Year 2 and initial phase of year 3, GRAMA will work on procuring raw material that is                   
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vibrant but old cloth or sarees from Boutiques and other such platforms by the means of a                 

donation drive. Depending on the collected cloth, the required additional cloth can also be bought               

from vendors.  

● In the meantime, alongside, a selected cohort of women from villages will be             

given training to make and package this product. The training is simple and not very               

exhaustive as the process to make the product is also easy and already known to many women.                 

The training will be given to bring some standardization in the design and sizes for the purpose of                  

sale. The doormats will be rolled and then packed in thin bags which will have GRAMA logo                 

printed. In terms of packaging the women will only need to roll it and place it in custom made                   

bags that will be provided to them by the GRAMA team. As per our plan by the end of Year 3,                     

nearly 100 women will be ready to take on production of Doormats ahead in full swing. 

● Another important goal that GRAMA needs to achieve in Year 3 is to enlist its               

products on ecommerce websites like Amazon, Flipkart etc. We have already determined and             

explained in this report ahead that sales for Doormats will majorly be driven through online               

modes so as to gain better profits. For the same to happen it is important that by Year 3, GRAMA                    

has successfully registered as a seller on big ecommerce platforms. Also, by year 3 production of                

petticoat will also reach a point where it can capture local market demand and thus the same can                  

also be listed online. 

● One more task that will run in parallel this year is further expanding the              

production hub for petticoat. By Year 3, the petticoat production process should be replicated in               

more villages covering more women. Also, trainers can be the women from previous cohorts who               

are well equipped and have shown their skills through their work in the past. This will help in                  

providing additional income to these women and motivate other women in these cohorts as well               

to do better to increase their earnings.  

Year 4: 

Project production hub will enter a very important phase this year. The two existing              

products will be upscaled this year, while more focus and spends on marketing & sales will be                 

required to make the project successful. Also, planning and initial production for the third product               

that is Onion powder will also begin in this year. 

● So, the first objective for this year will be to formalise sales and marketing spends on                

online platforms as well as offline platforms as the prerequisite of the pumped in production will                
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be to have sales that can sustain this increased production. So, we propose that this year GRAMA                 

focuses on continuing building the GRAMA brand name. We also suggest that the NGO should               

hire a full-time employee to handle brand building, marketing and sales of the products              

manufactured under project GRAMODYOG. 

● After identifying the lags and improvising we propose that the production process set             

for doormats should also be replicated in additional villages so as to include more women in the                 

benefit of this project. 

● One major goal that needs to be achieved this year is to plan and set the production                 

for Onion Powder as the third product under the production hub. We have further in this report                 

proposed the value chain and pricing for the same. One important thing that will drive the costs of                  

this product in the availability of onion at price. So, for that GRAMA needs to build up better                  

relations with farmers from whom we can directly source this raw material.  

Year 4 and Year 5 will be the building blocks for building GRAMA as a household brand                 

and to ensure that the project production hub keeps brimming up. 

Year 5: 

Year 5 will be the stepping stone for both the objectives of this project i.e. to provide                 

livelihood and income to more and more women every day; and to make the project profitable so                 

as to have money to expand its scope without external donations. 

● First few months of this year will be targeted at improvising and scaling the              

production process of onion powder. Once the production pilot in one cohort of a village will                

succeed, we will expand it to more cohorts, similar to the process undertaken in case of doormats                 

and petticoats. 

● In this year we also propose to set up small centres in the villages that we GRAMA                 

be serving. This centre will act as the supplier and collector for a multitude of products. This will                  

be like one stop for women to collect raw materials for the products they are creating and also to                   

submit final products after going through monitoring checks. This will make operations easier and              

will help when we increase the product line further in future. 

● Another important goal for this year would be to begin a plan for going global.               

While completing our primary and secondary research we came across many products that can be               

built by these women and are in great demand in countries other than India.  
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Further in our recommendations we have suggested some of these products. So, this year              

we will select a few of these products and include more women in our platform so as to increase                   

the scope of this project and increase the number of women for whom this project is creating a                  

positive impact. 

 

With this 5-year plan we know GRAMA will be able to provide livelihood to many in                

need and at the same time build up the much-required brand name for improving its social impact.  

 

Product wise value chain and marketing approach 

As listed, we have narrowed down to three products that will be launched in the 5-year                

plan. Now we give in the details of the value chain which will include supply chain, sales and                  

marketing of each product. We have also determined the pricing and promotion strategies for              

every product as well.  

Value Chain Analysis and 4P’s for Petticoat 

GRAMA has already invested an amount in training and procurement of raw material for              

this particular product, so we aim to pick up the project from there, and then formalise the                 

process. This is why we are required to do the value chain analysis of this product.  

 

Figure 10: Value Chain for Petticoat 
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The various processes involved in the value chain of Petticoat is as follows: 

1. Procurement of Raw Material: This is an important step in the production process              

because the cost and quality of raw material determine the whole pricing structure of the process.                

Historically, GRAMA has procured raw material from Rajasthan which was pure cotton. This             

material was bought at rupees 66 per metre. We analysed and figured that this cost can be brought                  

down. So, we researched and contacted 30+ suppliers of cloth from all over India, talked with                

them over phone, negotiated for both cloth and transportation prices. After this discussion we              

have arrived at 4 suppliers who can provide us high quality cotton cloth in the range of rupees                  

30-45 per metre and also have low prices for transporting the same to Chitradurga. Once the NGO                 

procures raw material as per the mentioned timeline in the 5-year plan we will move on to the                  

training phase.  

 

2. Training and Cutting: Now as suggested earlier we will train women on cutting,             

stitching and packaging of the product so as to ensure a good finished product is received that can                  

be sold at good prices in the market. The training will be given in two phases. First the cutting                   

will be done by trainers and stitching will be taught to women so that they can perform stitching                  

part of the job. In the next phase cutting and packaging will be taught. 

 

3. Stitching: This is an essential step in the process and needs to be performed with               

proper finishing so that the product is not defective ad can easily be sold in the market. We have                   

already mentioned in detail above the plan to ensure that proper stitching is done. This will be                 

ensured through constant interventions via internal trainings and commission-based model. 

 

4. Packaging: Any product brand is identifiable in the hands of the consumer through             

the packaging that it comes in. For that reason, we believe that this part of the product needs to be                    

perfect both for increasing scale and for creating GRAMA as a brand in the minds of consumers.                 

For petticoats, the packaging will be done in a customised thin cloth bag that will have a GRAMA                  

logo printed on it. We will also insert a postcard size note in every package that will tell the                   

GRAMA story of social impact to the customer and help in creating brand loyalty. 

 

5. Sales and Marketing: We have identified various ways to both market and sell the              

petticoats made by rural women in the market.  
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● We will be creating brand recall through GRAMA printed bags and story of social              

impact 

● We will be collaborating with multiple saree shops in local markets and nearby             

markets to sell our products to them as this would be a good positioning to sell petticoats that are                   

worn with sarees 

● We will also be putting up stalls and in various arts festivals and exhibitions along               

with special saree sellers and boutiques which can drive much sales in short time period.  

● In the long run when production overtakes local demand, we plan to list petticoats              

online with other GRAMA products so as to boost sales. 

 

4P’s of Market Approach for Petticoat: 

The market approach can be defined through Product, Price, Place and Promotion. The             

details of the same for petticoat are below: 

 

Figure 11: 4P’s Marketing approach for Petticoat 

 

Pricing breakup for petticoat: 
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Description 

Per 1000 

Petticoats 

Per 

Petticoat 

Cloth Required (In 

metres) 1300 1.3 

Cloth Price  45500 45.5 

Cutting 8000 8 



    

 

Table 1: Pricing breakup for Petticoat 

 

Suppliers are ready to sell good quality cloth in the range of 30-45 rupees per metre. We 

have taken the per metre cloth here as rupees 35 which is provided by 4 suppliers out of the list of 

30 suppliers identified. 

 

Value Chain Analysis and 4P’s for Doormat 

GRAMA wants to expand its product line for production hub and thus the next product               

after petticoat that will be introduced will be doormat. We identified through our primary research               

that many women already know how to make this product, which will help us bring this product                 

quickly to market. 
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Stitching 10000 10 

Packaging 5000 5 

Marketing 5000 5 

Local Transportation 1000 1 

Cloth Transportation 1000 1 

Miscellaneous Expense 3000 3 

  76800 79.8 

MRP (in rupees)   120 

Price to Distributor   100 

      

Distributor Margin   20% 

GRAMA Margin   25% 

Assumption: Training costs are not considered as they will be one-time 

fixed costs 



    

 

Figure 12: Value Chain for Doormat 

 

The various processes involved in the value chain of Doormat is as follows: 

1. Procurement of Raw Material: This is the first and very important step for any               

production process. For doormats the major raw material that is needed is old cloth or saree. We                 

realised that there are three ways to gather this raw material. Well before we start the production                 

of doormats, we will run donation drives both online through our website & social media               

platforms and offline through print media, local contacts etc. These donation drives will help us               

procure the cloth required. We also plan to have contracts with boutiques who have old cloth that                 

can be purchased at cheap rates. Similarly, we have recognized some suppliers from whom we               

can acquire old cloth or faulty cloth at a cheaper rate. We also have seen that a small circular                   

doormat requires about 4 metres of cloth (usually 3/4th of a saree), a medium circular doormat                

requires about 7 metres of cloth and the large one requires 10 metres of cloth.  

The other raw material required is needles and thread which is easily available. 
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Figure 13: Small Doormat (for representation purpose only) 

 

Figure 14: Large Doormat (for representation purpose only) 

2. Training: As we have mentioned before, many women whom we are catering to             

already know how to make these doormats and they have already been doing that. So, the training                 

part in this product does not require extensive efforts. We will provide a short training to selected                 

cohorts to ensure standardisation of products. Trainers here will be women who already know the               

product, thus, making it even more cost friendly. 

Here is a video that explains the process of making doormat from this old saree/cloth:               

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AeMwIVrZXJI 

This process is similar to that the women in SHG meetings explained to us. Thus, short                

training will suffice and ensure a good quality product is made. 

 

3. Packaging: Packaging of this product will play an important role in sales as the              

product is meant for home décor. The product will first be covered with a thin sheet of cellophane                  

paper, rolled in the form of a cylinder and then will be wrapped in custom made cloth bags as per                    
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sizes. These will also have the GRAMA story postcard inside them to give the customer the                

feel-good factor that by buying our product they are also creating a positive impact.  

 

4. Sales and Marketing: Since this is an unprecedented product and not a necessity in              

households, we need to be very specific with the marketing and sales efforts of this product.  

● We aim to get our major share of sales on this product online. This is an item that                  

can also be used for gifting purposes by customers.  

● The first main marketing aim here is to make the product look aesthetically             

beautiful. We start with standard doormats but in future we can also take customised orders for                

these doormats. 

● The market for this product is constantly growing and we need to ensure that we are                

present where the demand is. For the same reason we will also contract and sell in nearby and                  

local home décor stores where we can fetch a good price for these products.  

● People these days prefer different designs and our handmade doormats will           

definitely fall in that category. We will create a story around this product on our social media                 

platforms that will engage potential clients better and will boost our sales online. 

4P’s of Market Approach for Doormat: 

For this product as well, we have explained the product details, estimated an approximate              

market and distributor price, identified locations to sell and the promotion techniques to increase              

sales. 

 

Figure 15: 4P’s Marketing approach for Doormat 
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Pricing breakup for Doormat: 
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 Sizes 

Per 100  

Doormats otal  

Description 

mal

l 

M

edium 

arg

e 

mal

l 

M

edium 

arg

e 

Cloth Required  

(In metres) 7 0 00 

7

00 000 100 

Cloth Price (Rs.   

12/m)  8 

8

4 20 800 

8

400 

200

0 

520

0 

Packaging 5 

2

0 5 500 

2

000 500 000 

Marketing 0 

2

0 0 000 

2

000 000 000 

Local 

Transportation 7 

1

7 7 667 

1

667 667 000 

Cloth 

Transportation 3 33 

3

33 33 000 

Miscellaneous 

Expense 3 33 

3

33 33 000 

Cost 10 

1

54 98 

103

3 

1

5433 

983

3 

230

0 

MRP (in  

rupees) 00 

3

00 00 

 

Price to  

Distributor 50 

2

25 00 

   

Distributor 

Margin 3% 

3

3% 3% 



    

 

Table 2: Pricing breakup for Doormat 

 

All costs are indicative and are subject to change as per the changes in price of raw                 

material, transportation etc. The pricing of Small, Medium and Large size doormats only differs              

on cloth and packaging costs. All the other expenses are taken per 100-piece basis and then                

divided by 100 to reach at the per piece cost for estimation of price purposes. 

 

Value Chain Analysis and 4P’s for Onion Powder 

We plan to produce onion powder from raw onions which can be stored in jars and have a                  

shelf life on minimum 1 year. This can be easily made at home with bare minimum Capex                 

investment. 

 

Value Chain of Onion Powder: 

 

Figure 16: Value Chain for Doormat 
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GRAMA 

Margin 6% 

4

6% 1% 

Assumption: Training costs are not considered as they will be one-time fixed            

costs 



    
The various processes involved in the value chain of Onion Powder is as follows: 

1. Training: 

The first step would be to train the women and set standard procedure for the entire                

process. The various steps involved in the training process are as follows: 

● Teaching how to peel and cut onion into slices. (Women mostly will know this              

already) 

● Second step would be to teach for how long to let the onion slices dry in the sun or                   

teach them how to operate ovens to dehydrate the onion pieces 

● Thirdly, women should be able to recognise appropriately dried onion and then            

operate a mixer to grind it 

● Fourth step in the training would be to train them how to seal pack the powder 

 

2. Procurement of raw materials: 

The key raw material here is onion. GRAMA can collaborate with the farmers in              

Chitradurga, more specifically those already associated with GRAM through its various NRM and             

other initiatives. These raw materials will be collected by the GRAMA team from the farmers and                

transported to the rural women at their respective homes on the basis of Kgs. The second thing                 

which would be required to procure in the entire process is jars in which the onion powder will be                   

filled and sold. 

 

3. Processing: 

● Cutting: The first step is to peel the onion and cut it into pieces. This should be done                  

using a sharp knife. 

● Dehydrating onions: The second step is to dry the onions. There are two available              

options for dehydrating the onions. The first option is to sun dry the onions for 3-4 days in sun or                    

dehydrator. The second option is to heat the onion in the oven at 150 degree celcius. The second                  

option would require to invest in microwave ovens which can be done at a later stage once the                  

business takes off. The identification of well dried onions is if the onion slices are getting                

crumbled easily on being crushed using hands. 

● Making into powder: The third step is to grind the dried onions into fine powder.               

This can be done using regular mixers, food processors, coffee mixers, spice mill or mortar and                

pestle available at home.  
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4. Packaging: 

This forms a crucial stage in the production of onion powder. The packaging can be done                

in 50gm jars. The jars should be completely dry and clean before filling it with the powder. Then                  

the jar should be sealed properly so that air does not get into it. This will have a shelf life of                     

minimum 1 year. Also, on the surface of the jar would be GRAMA logo along with the tag line –                    

“Empowering rural women, Creating Livelihood…” . 

 

5. Marketing:  

In addition to the regular marketing campaigns which would be ongoing for the brand              

building activities of GRAMA, the below specific marketing activities would be going for Onion              

Powder. 

● GRAMA Jar : The GRAMA jar in which the onion powder would be packed will               

have 2 things written on a paper and pasted on the jar. Firstly, the GRAMA logo with a tagline                   

“Empowering rural women, Creating Livelihood…”. On the other face of the Jar would be the               

GRAMA Story which we used for Petticoat marketing as well. This will be our trademark 

● Social Media Marketing : Social media marketing can be broken down to            

accomplish two objectives, One is brand awareness, where we would be sharing videos of women               

working and the kind of impact it is creating their lives. The second objective would be to get                  

orders. This can be done through Direct Message on Instagram or facebook.  

 

6. Sales: 

The jars would be picked by the GRAMA Team from the respective homes. The main               

target audience would be people from the urban areas and not with Chitradurga. After this the jars                 

would be delivered to the below places: 

● Door-to-door delivery : This should be the first step and way of sales, since the               

product will just enter the market. GRAMA can hire a few salesmen, ask them to go door-to-door                 

and sell these jars. 

● Kirana Stores : GRAMA can collaborate with Kirana stores in urban cities directly. 

● Super Markets : GRAMA can also experiment with collaborating with local           

supermarkets and stores and urban areas. 
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● Distributors: We can collaborate with distributors for smooth and better distribution           

of goods to kirana stores and supermarkets. 

● Online platforms : It can be made available through our website, or on various              

platforms like grofers, big basket, amazon, etc. 

● Occasional carnivals: During occasional carnivals in cities and towns, women can           

set up their stalls and sell and publicise GRAMA. 

● Restaurants: GRAMA can also partner with restaurants and supply them with           

regular onion powder in bulk quantity. 

● International Markets: As a part of the last stage, we can start exporting onion              

powder internationally as the demand for the same is very high outside India. 

 

4P’s of Market Approach for Onion Powder: 

Onion powder is an important product in our project as it will not only help women earn                 

livelihood but also provide a stable market for farmers to sell their onion produce of the year. The                  

market approach can be defined through Product, Price, Place and Promotion. The details of the               

same are below: 

 

Figure 17: 4P’s Marketing approach for Onion Powder 

 

Pricing of a 50g jar of Onion Powder: 
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Table 3: Pricing breakup for Onion Powder 

On the basis of our secondary research we found out the relation between the quantity of 
raw material required v/s the quantity of onion produced. 

Raw Onion �Dehydrated Onion � Onion Powder 

100 units                40 units                     8 units 

The above assumption was made while taking out the final pricing for Onion powder. 

 

Promotional Strategies for brand building and boosting sales: 

The Promotional and Marketing strategies can be divided into three buckets majorly.            

Under each of these buckets there will be generic campaigns which will be running to establish                

GRAMA as a brand. Along with these, there will be also Product specific marketing campaigns. 
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Description Per 50g 
Onion powder 

Per 10 kg 
Onion Powder 

Onion procured (in kgs) 0.625 125 
Onion price 25 5000 
Cutting and Dehydrating 2 400 
Weight of Dehydrated 

Onion (in kg) 0.25 50 

Weight after Converting 
to Powder 0.05 10 

Packaging 25 5000 
Sales and Marketing 5 1000 
Local Transportation 1 200 
Miscellaneous Expense 2.5 500 
Cost of Product 60.5 12100 
MRP (in rupees) 120 24000 
Price to Distributor 90 18000 
      
Distributor Margin 33% 33% 
GRAMA Margin 49% 49% 



    

 

Figure 18: Division of Promotional Activities 

 

1. Create awareness about GRAMA:  

This will be done through the Facebook and Instagram campaigns where we would make              

people aware of GRAMA's existence and the impact it is creating, through various campaigns.  

● Running short videos of women stitching petticoats, spinning doormats and making           

onion powder 

● A short (10-15s) video on GRAMA women sitting together and enjoying their time 

● Short video (10-15s) video on women themselves sharing their stories 

● The GRAMA website can also serve as a mode of making people aware of              

GRAMA. 

 

2. Creating Consideration:  

Here we would want people to start associating with GRAMA as a brand and have a recall                 

value for the same. This we plan to achieve with product specific initiatives such as: 

● Increasing traffic on Website: Traffic campaigns can be run on Facebook which            

would make people land on the website of GRAMA.  

● GRAMA bags: Every petticoat will be packed in a cotton bag with GRAMA logo              

on it. This will make people associate themselves with it. It will create a recall value in the minds                   

of the customers. 
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Figure 19: GRAMA Bag for packaging (for representation purpose only) 

 

● The GRAMA Story: Every GRAMA petticoat will have a note, folded with it. This              

note will convey the GRAMA Story of how it is helping women in rural areas earn livelihood,                 

thereby giving it a social angle. Similarly, this will be pasted on the GRAMA jars used for                 

packaging onion powder. 

 

Figure 20: GRAMA Story to be printed on postcards 

 

3. Churning Revenue: 

This we plan to do in later years (post 2nd) once the Brand is recognized and established                 

slightly. This can be done through the following ways: 
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● By onboarding GRAMA on e-commerce websites and increasing the pool of           

customers.  

● But introducing the products on Instagram and Facebook and through direct           

messages, and start accepting orders.  

● We can also add a provision on the GRAMA website to enter the details and get the                 

product delivered to their respective homes. 

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The key recommendations that form a part of our 5-year strategy are: 

● Petticoats 

● Doormat 

● Onion Powder 

The detailed strategy and value chain for these three products have been shared in detail               

above. In addition to this, on the basis of our primary and secondary research, we feel that                 

GRAMA in the future can expand into three segments majorly: 

● Tailoring 

● Food Processing 

● Home Décor 

Discussing each of these in detail now: 

1. Tailoring: We can explore various new products in terms of stitching as well: 

● Table Cloth, Pillow and Cushion Covers: These would be easy to stich. Here the              

key challenge would be to find different kinds of cloth, which are antique. Also, colors and                

matching according to the house décor of people becomes a concern in this case. So, for starters,                 

GRAMA women can make basic standard table cloths which go on everything. GRAMA can              

collaborate with government offices, schools, restaurants, etc. to make standard table cloths in             

bulk. 

● Hospital Gowns: This is a niche market and therefore hospital gowns would require             

specialized training of women. However, once trained, this is a very lucrative market and can also                

help GRAMA expand internationally. 
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● Handmade quilts: This would also require formal training. 

 

2. Food Processing: The major challenges in starting food processing products would           

be to maintain standardization. In addition to this, here the quality becomes extremely crucial and               

also these products are perishable in nature and come with a specific shelf life. Furthermore, the                

nutritional content of the products is also extremely crucial. If these things are taken care of then                 

we can go ahead with the below products. The products are suggested keeping in mind the                

abundant production of groundnut in Chitradurga, as well as the skills of rural women. The               

products are as follows:  

● Papad: This has already been once tried by GRAMA, and the major challenge faced              

was due to unavailability of market. However, once the Brand is established as a result of the                 

various marketing initiatives suggested, we can re-start the process. Furthermore, since the            

women are already trained in this, we would not require any additional training for the same. 

● Spices and Masalas: Women are already doing this on a very small scale at their               

respective homes for personal consumption. This can be easily scaled up without any additional              

formal training. 

● Millet based snacks (Ragi chips, soya chips): On researching, we found out that             

ragi and soya chips are particularly famous in south. Also, these are considered as healthy snacks                

and have a huge market. However, again the market is more lucrative in the urban areas for the                  

same. 

● Pickle: Pickles like spices and masala are already being prepared by women for their              

homes. Some major challenges here would be the packaging, as these can easily get ruined due to                 

leakage or improper packaging. 

● Peanut butter and peanut chikki: There are two key advantages in this product.             

Firstly, Chitradurga has an abundant production of groundnut and so raw materials can be easily               

procured. Secondly, there is a huge demand for peanut butter in the urban market due to a shift                  

towards a healthier lifestyle. However, this would require formal training, as women currently do              

not know how to prepare this. Peanut chikki on the other hand has a huge market in both rural and                    

urban markets and can be leveraged. 

 

3. Home Décor: 
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Home decoration goods are in huge demand and appreciated in the urban areas. These are               

also valued at handsome prices. Suggestions of such products are Decorative Candles , Decorative              

Lamps, Wall Hangings, Gift wrappings. These do not require huge capital investment and can be               

easily made at home with some basic training. 

Using the above pointers, we tried to implement the Difficulty-Importance Matrix, to            

understand how to prioritise and which products to launch first. This helps us understand which               

will be certain quick wins for the organisation, which ones should not be pursued instantly and                

which are must haves. 

 

Figure 21: Importance-Difficulty Matrix for suggested products 

Based on this matrix we chose and recommended the products for both short term              

production and long-term production under production hub. 
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VIII: IMPLEMENTATION  

It was determined from the beginning the project objective was to provide a long term,               

sustainable and replicable plan for ‘Establishing the production hub for SHG Women’. We             

planned to test and improvise the plan and we were able to test the demand of the said product via                    

online informal surveys with friends and family from various parts of the country. 

IX: CONCLUSION  

GRAMA wants to empower women and make a difference, with whatsoever limited            

resources and lack of a big brand association. The challenges women faced in spite of someone                

offering them training, and a means to earn their livelihood. This project is expected to serve as a                  

starting point and base for many years to come. We hope that our research, understanding and                

strategies bear the fruit of the immense hard work put by both the women and the GRAMA team. 
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The Budget proposal to implement the GRAMODYOG Project for one year 
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GRAMAUDYOG DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

   
Physical 

Programme 
Financial Programme in Rs. 

Sl. 
No 

Description of Components Unit Yr 1 
Unit 

Rate in 
Rs 

Yr 1 
Total Cost 
considered 

in Rs 

1 Working capital      

i Fabric procurement Mtr 40000 85.00 3400000 3400000 

ii onion seeds procurement Quintal 4 400000 1600000 1600000 

iii onions procurement Tonnes 100 50000 5000000 5000000 

 Sub total    10000000 10000000 

2 Marketing      

i Branding nos 1 84000 84000 84000 

ii Registaring in ecommerce 
platform 

nos 4 50000 200000 200000 

iii Social media advertising (with a 
Brand Ambassador) 

LS 1 500000 500000 500000 

iv Putting up stalls in Haaths 
(weekly farmer markets). 

nos 54 4000 216000 216000 

 Sub total    1000000 1000000 

3 Project Management Cost      

A Personnel      

i Marketing Manager nos 12 45000 540000 540000 

ii 
Production and Procurement 

Manager 
nos 12 44000 528000 528000 

iii 
Secretary cum Accounts 

Manager 
nos 12 44000 528000 528000 

B Infrastructure      

i Office rent nos 12 5000 60000 60000 

ii Computer and Printer nos 1 40000 40000 40000 



    

 

Note on Budget:  
1. The budget is for one year only. Profit generated during the first year will support establishing the 

production hub and it will be run as business enterprise 

2. The details of training people in different products spread over different periods is given in the 

report. 

3. The product range is what identified during field visit and it will be increased  

4. CDV Global, a UK based NGO will work with GRAMA to identify new products and to brand and 

market these products. 

5. Conceiving and preparation of the project GRAMODAYA was jointly by GRAMA and SPJIMR 2020 

March Batch students  
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iii Furniture & Fixture LS 1 25000 25000 25000 

c Overheads and others      

i 
Travel costs for all Staff 
except Data Entry Operator 

unit 12 15000 180000 180000 

ii Goods vehicle nos 1 486000 486000 486000 

iii 
Accounting and Production 

management software 
nos 1 5000 5000 5000 

iv Vehicle running Expenses unit 12 5000 60000 60000 

v Telephone & fax unit 12 2000 24000 24000 

vi Stationary unit 12 2000 24000 24000 

 Sub total    2500000 2500000 

 
GRAND TOTAL 

  
 13500000 13500000 


